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“Is the USA Sliding into Tyranny?”- the
Theme for our Constitutional Conference
to be held Oct 1, Sacramento, Double Tree
Hotel. We hope you can attend this all-day
conference that includes a delicious buffet
luncheon and a wonderful line-up of
outstanding speakers all revealing ways that
our Constitution and freedoms are under
attack and how we are slipping into tyranny.
Each speaker, however, will also give us
hope of what we must do to turn things
around and stop this tyranny. You will also
have the opportunity to meet and hear from
conservative candidates running for office.
(Please see enclosed flyer for the details and
registration form. You can also register on
line at our website - www.eageleforum
ofcalifornia.org.)
Khizr Khan, Islamic Law Muslim Agent?
Remember Mr. Khizr Khan who spoke at the
Democrat Convention, the Muslim father of
an American soldier who lost his life
fighting in Iraq in 2006? Remember how
Khan criticized Donald Trump for wanting
to stop the flow of Muslims from coming
into our country and he held up a copy of the
US Constitution and told Trump to read it.
And remember how Trump was raked over
the coals for not showing Khan and his wife
more respect.
Thanks to information sent by one of our
readers, John Spring, an expert on the
Middle East and Sharia Law, it turns out that
Mr. Khan is an attorney who does not really
believe in or support the U.S. Constitution
himself. He is a Muslim who believes that
Sharia Law should supersede our Constitution. He strongly promotes Muslim immigration that will make the possibility of
Sharia Law more likely.
Khan states in his own legal writings that
all laws enacted after the era of the Prophet
Muhammed, more than 13 centuries ago,
should be subordinate to Sharia law. This
would include the U.S. Constitution.
When Kahn and his wife, Ghazala, took
their oath to become U.S. citizens, they
swore to uphold the U.S. Constitution.
Spring asks, “Did Kahn become an
American citizen under false pretenses…
(Continued on Page 2)
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LIAR Hillary's Very Revealing Picture:
Hillary hired a new camera man and told him to
never film her bottom half. Here is the angle he
got. Because of her head blocking part of the
second L of her name behind her, the only
words that are shown in the picture are the big
bold letters -– LIAR –- exactly what most
conservatives believe she is.
“What a tangled web I weave, when at first
I practice to deceive.” This wise old saying
should have been memorized and applied early
on in Hillary’s life. It would have saved her
much grief and embarrassment over the years.
As it is, she has created such a tangled web of
lies, she can’t remember them herself and keeps
getting herself into more and more hot water.
Here are some of the most prominent ones:
Sniper Fire – During the 2008 campaign,
Clinton said she came under sniper fire in
Bosnia during the ’90s. She went so far as to
claim her group ran “with our heads down to
get into the vehicles to get to our base.” Video
of her actual arrival surfaced showing a very
calm scene instead with people welcoming her
and her daughter with flowers.
Immigrant Grandparents – When discussing immigrants hoping to win their vote,
Clinton claimed “all my grandparents were
immigrants.” The truth is only one grandparent
was an immigrant. The other three had been
part of America for generations.
Named after Sir Edmund Hillary – Hillary
can’t even tell the truth about the origin of her
own name. She claimed to be named after Sir
Edmund Hillary, one of the first men to climb
Mt. Everest. The only problem is, he did not
climb Mt. Everest until Hillary was 6 years old.
Thievery Leaving the White House – Bill and
Hillary took crockery, furniture, artwork, and
other items. (Continued on Page 2)
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(Continued from page 1 – Khizr Kahn) if Kahn believes
Islamic law supersedes the US Constitution? It is a
question of loyalty, not the First Amendment.”
Spring states that Sharia Law is the ultimate goal of all
the radical Muslim warriors such as the Taliban and ISIS.
He describes it as a very rigid, cruel law, “which
requires beheadings or stonings for capital crimes and other
cruel forms of punishment such as removal of fingers,
hands and arms for lesser crimes and for no
individual freedom.”
Spring adds, “So if you are going to strongly
criticize Donald J. Trump for proposing “waterboarding ...
then I would ask you why Khizr Khan, who accepts the
cruel forms of punishment under Sharia Law, should be
given so much sympathy and respect by the media, when he
promotes an archaic cruel system that destroys liberty.”
Spring totally agrees with Donald Trump who proposed
excluding Muslims in terrorist-controlled nations or any
other foreigners from being allowed to enter the United
States until they can be properly screened. This is not a
violation of the U.S. Constitution as Khan stated, “but,
rather, a necessity during these crucial times to
sustain freedom…when vetting must become mandatory
for our National Security against ISIS.”
(Continued from page 1 – Liar Hillary)
when they left the White House. Fortunately, they did not
get away with it. They had to return or pay for the items.
“Dead Broke” – In an interview, Clinton stated that she
“came out of the White House not only dead broke, but in
debt.” This is something even the left-leaning Politifact
found to be false.
Suspicious Speaker Fees – Hillary and Bill amassed a
personal fortune with “speaking fees” and payments from
private sector political donors and foreign governments
going into their “Clinton Foundation” in obvious exchange
for future political favor. Fifty-five percent of people who
met with her as Secretary of State, first donated to her
foundation. It’s called “pay to play.”
Secret E-Mail Server Jeopardizing National Security –
As Secretary of State, Hillary claimed her private e-mail
server was set up in “accordance with the rules and the
regulations in effect.” A federal judge disagreed, saying
Clinton “violated government policy” when she used her
private server to store official State Department messages.
She disregarded the rules for the handling of sensitive
national security information and much may have been
leaked out. It is also believed the erased 30,000 e-mails
would reveal the special deals made for political favors.
Benghazi Terrorist Attack – This was clearly the biggest
lie of them all. Clinton failed to tell the truth about a
terrorist attack that occurred on the anniversary of 9/11 that
killed four Americans, who were supposed to be under her
protection, at the American embassy in Benghazi, Libya.
She claimed for weeks, that an insensitive YouTube video
had incited the violence that occurred that night. Why?
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Many believe it was to cover up the fact that Obama
and Hillary were actually involved in “gun running,”
bringing guns in through the embassy to aid the terrorists.
Why? It has been a long-standing rule by rulers that they
“need the best enemies money can buy” to keep their
subjects in line with fear tactics. The special forces who
were ready to rescue those in the embassy, but told to
stand down, would have seen what was going on and
reported the truth; that is why they could not be allowed
in, and the four Americans were allowed to die.
“What Difference, at this Point, Does it Make?” When
asked to answer questions in the Senate hearing
investigating Benghazi, this is what Hillary callously
answered. Well, Hillary, as we are in hopes you might
soon find out, the truth does make a difference – no
matter what point or after the fact, it is being revealed.
We know you are counting on the “newer” American
voters to simply not remember or know about your and
Bill’s checkered political and legal past. That is why it is
up to us who do remember to reveal the truth of your
many lies and the enormous web of deception you
continue to weave.
Writer Daniel Gallington of the Washington Times
reminds us of what life could be like if Hillary is elected:
Will the latest rupture in the Republican Party
work to elect ‘crooked Hillary?’ Will horny old
Bill — again — be on “intern patrol” in the
White House and “feeling our pain”? These
are the “truthful” parts of the lie that have most
of us saying:“is this really the best we can do?”
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2016/jun/19/hillary-clintonslong-list-of-lies/.

Congratulations to Dorothy Bearss for Her Many
Voluntary Service Awards: Long time Eagle Forum
member, Dorothy Bearss of Port Hueneme, Ventura
County, California, has recently been inducted into the
Hall of Fame of the Oxnard Fraternal Order of Eagles
#232, for her many years of volunteer service to them and
to her church, the schools, the library and community.
Other awards she has received include one from the
City of Oxnard for her faithful service to the South
Oxnard Senior Center. She has a degree from Oxnard
College. While attending school there, she realized they
did not have a good variety of meaningful, conservative
books in their library, so she donated over 50 and set up a
wonderful display of some of the books.
Dorothy also received a letter of appreciation from the
Seabee Chapel at the Ventura County Naval Base for over
200 hours spent in gardening and maintaining the front
lawn of the chapel.
Dorothy is also a member of the Society of Military
Widows on the base and a member of the CBC Federal
Credit Union, which also honored her with a write up
about her many hours of voluntary service in their recent
summer newsletter.
Congratulations Dorothy! We are very proud of you!.

.
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Five Mysterious DEATHS all Linked to Clinton: As
one can see from the above information, four Americans,
who were going to either reveal something about election
fraud, the DNC and Hillary or had already written books
exposing Hillary, were all found mysteriously dead
between the time of June 22 – Aug. 4, 2016. Here is more
info about their deaths followed by that of a fifth man:
Seth Rich was beaten before the shooting, supposedly the
victim of an attempted robbery, but nothing was taken.
John Ashe “accidentally” crushed his own throat while
lifting weights on June 22. The New York Post’s, p 6
reported his death was “conveniently timed” as he was
scheduled to testify against the Clintons and the DNC.
Author Victor Thorn, had written extensively on the
Clintons and their scandals. He was working on a new
book and had top secret emails that would damage Clinton.
He was found dead with a gunshot wound to the head.
His death was ruled a suicide but those close to him said
he would never have taken his own life.
Shawn Lucas, an attorney working to expose the DNC
fraud case, was found dead in his bathroom, August 4, just
days after he served papers to the DNC.
Could Information on Hillary’s Private E-Mail Server
Have Caused the Death of a Fifth Man? Shahram Amiri,
an Iranian nuclear scientist who helped the US obtain
information about the Islamic republic’s covert nuclear
program, was discussed on Hillary’s e-mail server nine
days before he was returned to Iran in 2011, at first
welcomed and then put into prison. On Sunday, August 7,
he was delivered to his family dead, with rope marks
around his neck, obviously hung for treason, according to
the Washington Examiner.
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Arkansas Senator Tom Cotton spoke on CBS Face
the Nation and asked if Hillary’s reckless lack of security
on her private server had anything to do with Amiri’s
death?
“I’m not going to comment on what he [Amiri] may or
may not have done for the United States government, but
in the emails that were on Hillary Clinton’s private
server, there were conversations among her senior
advisers about this gentleman. That goes to show
just how reckless and careless her decision was to put
that kind of highly classified information on a private
server. And I think her judgment is not suited to keep this
country safe.”
A spokesperson for Iran’s judiciary made this
statement about Amiri after his hanging: “This person
who had access to the country’s secret and classified
information had been linked to our hostile and No. 1
enemy, America, the Great Satan. He provided the enemy
with vital and secret information…” (Notice, that in spite
of all the concessions Obama has made to Iran, they still
refer to America as “the Great Satan.”)

The Most Dangerous
Job in the World:
A revision to what used to be considered the most
dangerous job has recently happened:
#1 is Working with Hillary, the Clinton foundation, or
the DNC!
#2 is Crab Fishing in the Bearing Sea. That is now
second place. The risks are not as high! (MadWorldNews)
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What’s a Conservative to Do? By Sally Zelikovsky,
attorney, founder and leader of the Bay Area Tea Party of San
Francisco. She gave her permission to print the following
excerpts from her article in American Thinker, 8/17.

It has become part of my morning routine to groan when I
see the litany of negative articles about Donald Trump
at nationalreview.com. Not that I’m a huge fan of his, but
he did win fair and square and is the nominee.
Every day I receive emails voicing the same reaction to
the constant barrage of scathing commentary about Trump
from traditionally conservative sources. Perhaps the
conservative punditry feels obligated to be self-critical.
But, for those who backed other primary candidates, then
put on their big boy pants and came to terms with
supporting Trump -- or at least committed to vote for him -this compulsion among the conservative chattering classes
is dispiriting and causing a great deal of second-guessing even panic!
Should I reconsider voting for Trump? Who else would I
vote for? A vote for any other candidate or sitting out the
election -- something I’ve never done before -- just
increases Hillary’s chances. I can’t be part of that.
What’s a conservative to do? And more importantly,
what do these political soothsayers want from us? Are they
simply grousing or malcontents who can’t bring themselves
to vote for Trump? I know they envision themselves as
guardians of conservatism, but are they such purists that
they are willing to ride their principles off a cliff? Isn’t that
a criticism often levelled at tea partiers?
Do they really know better than we do and, if so,
shouldn’t we heed their advice? And, what exactly is their
advice? They whomp us up into a frenzy but offer no solutions. Short of forcing Trump out and the chaos that would
engender, I don’t think there are any solutions other than to
vote for him -- after all, he is the most conservative
candidate who can get elected…
For decades, GOP politicians, pundits, and leaders
implored the base to vote for its candidate, whether he was
liked or his views shared. Like obedient little lemmings,
the base voted for the most conservative candidate who
could get elected. By the time Romney ran, however, 3
million disgusted Republicans stayed home. They didn’t
want to vote for another establishment guy; someone who
waffled too many times on important issues; someone
whose past suggested he just might be another RINO who
would turn on the very people who elected him.
Point is, all of our candidates -- including our 16
primary candidates -- have flaws. And it doesn’t matter
if you are Trump, Pence, Romney, or McCain -- the
Democrats will exploit those flaws and go one step further
manufacturing other weaknesses out of whole cloth.
These mythological flaws become so deeply embedded
in the American psych, that they become the “truth” and
voila! We are sexists, racists, homophobes, the 1%, and
haters. Despite these real or imagined flaws, we loyal
plebes stump, knock, call, fund, and vote for the nominee.

What is a
conservative
to do? Are
we to “eat
our
own”
and
allow
Hillary
to
win or vote
for Trump?
We applaud when appropriate and wince (to
ourselves) when they mess up. But we do not eat our
own. And now, the very people who tell us to be good
little Republicans are digging in their heels and
cannibalizing Trump.
Isn’t this a case of the pot calling the kettle black?
For years elite Republicans and the conservative commentariat have cautioned the grassroots to be wary of
riding their principles off a cliff, and now that is
precisely what they do! If, by staying true to their
conservative principles, they cannot in good conscience
vote for Trump and ask us to do the same, haven’t they
saddled up their principles and giddy-yapped all the way
to the nearest precipice?
Of course not, they clarify, as they don their superhero
capes. By thwarting a Trump victory, they will be saving
the GOP and conservatism from certain doom, not
tumbling over the proverbial crag!
Call me jaded but, hello? Conservatism is already
on life support and some of the very people who whine
about Trump are responsible for its demise and for
basically two reasons: first, the lack of political will,
that is, the reckless and feckless behavior of Republican
politicians who fail to follow through on campaign
promises; and secondly, lack of political savvy, that is,
Republican candidates do not know how to fight and,
when they do fight, they bring a plastic spoon to a cage
match. They don’t have a message or the means to
deliver one to targeted groups; they talk like egg heads
walking on egg shells, they lack the creativity to hone a
sound bite and repeat it over and over until it becomes
part of the narrative. They’re afraid to talk to the liberal
media and, when they do, they are almost always on
defense and fail to connect with viewers.
While the Democrats concoct successful, long-lasting
mantras like “Bush Lied, People Died” and “No Blood
for Oil,” Republicans wring their hands and apologize
when Trump says, “Obama is the Founder of ISIS.” …
In 6 words, he gets his point across. It may not be
lyrical or 100% factually accurate, but neither are
Democrat slogans or ads. Those 6 words are a huge
improvement over the norm of reciting ad nauseam that
Obama created a vacuum in the Middle East that allowed
ISIS to come to power and, here’s the back story…zzzz.
The latter reaches political junkies; the former
connects to the guy glancing at his TV over pasta.
(Continued on p. 6)
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Islam Terrorism Rising as Christianity is Waning in
Europe – America be Warned - by Orlean Koehle:
My husband and I and two of our children recently had a
12-day trip to Europe in July. We saw beautiful sights in
five countries – Austria, Hungary, the Czech Republic,
Switzerland and Germany, but we also were there when
four very disturbing acts of terrorism were going on.
My husband was born and reared in Germany. We
used to live there when we were first married. We have
made many trips there since to visit his relatives and
friends. This was the first time, however, that we were
actually afraid, and it made us wonder how soon more and
more terrorism will be happening in America.
What has happened to Germany? In one year’s
time, 2015, Chancellor Angela Merkel, has brought in 1.1
million Muslim refugees and is bringing in 800,000 more
this year. These are primarily (70%) young, stronglooking males, whom they are finding out could very well
be already trained ISIS jihadists, determined to wipe out
the infidels in whatever country they are in. These
refugees have increased the amount of Muslims already in
Germany by a huge percent. It is estimated that by 2020,
25% of Germany’s population will be Muslim!
In the month of July, four acts of terrorism took place:
three performed by Muslim refugees and the fourth by a
German-born Muslim. ISIS took credit for all of them:
July 18 – Wurzberg Germany, 20 people were attacked
and wounded by a 17-year old Muslim Afgan refugee with
an axe on board a train, and a lady was attacked outside
the train. He was eventually shot by the police. This was
the city we had just traveled through two days before.
July 22 – Munich, Bavaria, 3 teenagers inside a
McDonalds were randomly shot and killed and seven
outside in the mall with 21others wounded. The killer was
Ali Sonboly, age 18, who had dual Iranian and German
nationality. He then shot himself.
July 24 – Reutlingen, Southern Germany, a 21-year old
Syrian Muslim refugee killed his pregnant girlfriend with
a machete and injured three others out on the street. A
German man driving a BMW knocked the man down –
having no other weapon. The police found the killer
wounded on the ground and arrested him.
July 25 - Ansback Germany, Mohammed Daleel, a
failed Syrian asylum seeker, who should have been
deported but never was, decided to become a suicide
bomber. When he was not allowed to enter a rock concert
because his name was on a “watch list,” he blew himself
up outside the concert hall wounding 15 others.
Acts of Terrorism in France also in July: We had just
been in Europe a few days when we heard of the horrific
event that occurred in Nice, France. We could have been
there. Nice is one of our favorite places.
July 14 – Nice, France, 84 Killed and 202 wounded by
Mohamed Bouhlel, a 31-year-old Muslim, who mowed
people down with a truck. This was on July14, Bastille
Day, similar to our 4th of July. Thousands of people were
out on the streets watching fireworks when they saw
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Bouhlel driving a large truck randomly mowing hundreds
of people down. Some of the people killed and wounded
were his fellow Muslims. Bouhlel was eventually killed
by police bullets that shattered his truck’s wind shield.
July 16 – Normandy France, a Catholic priest was killed
by two Muslim men who came into his church during
morning mass in the town of Saint-Etienne-du-Rouvray.
The men forced the priest, Rev. Jacques Hamel, age 86,
down on his knees and slit his throat on the alter. They
also took four hostages, one of whom was also seriously
wounded. A nun escaped and was able to notify the
police. They killed the men as they left the Church.
Rape and Sexual Violence by Muslim Men is on the
Rise: One of the worse attacks was New Year’s Eve,
2015. Police in Cologne received more than 1,000
complaints from women, including 454 reports of sexual
rapes. Police in Hamburg received complaints from 351
women, including 218 reports of sexual assault that took
place on the same evening. Young teenage girls and
women all over Germany are reporting that they are afraid
to go shopping or out on the streets alone.
Christian Decline in Europe - Churches Being Turned
into Museums, Concert Halls and Mosques: Since
returning home, I have been doing much research on the
rise of Islam in Europe and am so concerned I am writing
a book about it. I have discovered that tens of thousands
of Catholic and Protestant churches throughout Europe
have been closed because of lack of attendance. They are
being sold to the highest bidder – which in rare cases is
the city which turns them into a museum or a concert hall.
In Arnhem, Holland, the St. Joseph Catholic Church is
now a skate board park. In most cases, the only bidder is
the Islam religion which is converting thousands of empty
Christian churches into Mosques or Muslim prayer halls.
Islam is almost the only religion building new structures.
“Break the Cross” – Below is the cover of DABIQ, the
official ISIS magazine. It shows a Muslim man on the
roof of a Christian church bringing down the cross.
If anyone is doubtful about
the real intent of ISIS, they
should read this magazine.
The writers blatantly spell out
their mission -- to destroy
Christianity, to tear down the
crosses, to force us to convert
to Islam or to be killed. They
are proud of the recent acts of
terrorism and the Muslim
refugee jihadists, and they
warn Christians everywhere
to beware!
This should be a warning for all Americans. If Hillary
beware!
is elected, she wants to greatly
increase the number of
Muslim refugees coming into the USA. Trump wants to
stop them or drastically decrease them and vet them.

What’s A Conservative to do? By Sally Zelikovsky
(Continued from page 4): Trump-– love him or leave him
-– understands that the pasta-eating guy is the vote he has to
reach; the hard-working family man or woman GOP leaders
left behind and DNC policies destroyed…
It really isn’t about the “anger” Trump has tapped into.
It’s because he is unlike any other politician. He is
impolitic. He is the Anti-Politician. He’s wearing a cape,
too. And we now see how novel and magnetic those
qualities can be.
For the first time in my life, I’m genuinely scared.
I’m afraid that my children will raise families in a world
that is alien to the America I cherish and the America their
father immigrated to. I fear nefarious elements will become
increasingly more powerful, subjugating non-compliant,
religious, and conservative Americans. I dread the
“anything goes” world we will soon inhabit where moral
erosion and technological disruption create a Brave New
Unrecognizable World of hedonism and listless-ness. The
boundaries and reference points those of us over 35 grew up
with are no longer there for our children and grandchildren.
And worse, violence threatens our way of life at home and
abroad but our progeny lack the physical and emotional
wherewithal to protect each other and beat back the
belligerents.
I am 100% certain that Hillary will further those
odious ends. She will rule much the way Cercei advised
her son Joffrey in Game of Thrones: “Someday, you’ll sit
on the throne and the truth will be what you make it.”
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“Someday, you’ll sit
on the throne and
the truth will be
what you make it.”
Ain’t that the truth! Do not waste one minute wondering
if Hillary will regard her tenure in the Oval Office any
differently. Do not be so naïve as to think we can fix it
all by electing a Republican if she falters in her first
term. We already have overwhelming proof of her
criminality and corruption and yet, she skates. If elected,
she’ll be in power for eight years and the truth will be
what she makes it -- of this I have no doubt. And there is
nothing we will be able to do about it…
If Hillary gets elected, both sides of the Republican
split will be to blame: (1) Trump will have been a
flawed candidate who ran a horrible campaign, and (2)
too many Republicans who refused to toe the party line
and flayed Trump at every turn, either stayed home on
Election Day, or voted for an alternative candidate or
write-in or the unthinkable, the Queen of Thrones
herself.
After eight years of Hillary scripting her truths, the
damage will be incalculable; the clean-up, impossible.
(Read the entire excellent article on the following cite:
http://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2016/08/whats
_a_conservative_to_do.html#.)

